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indexed. Not illustrated. 1904 Excerpt: . . . letter to Mr. Leslie I
merely gave the condensed gist of our little confab at Agnews.
Whistler began about the Academy in referring to some Winter
Exhibition of Old Masters, in those very words, instead of his
old-time joke, the annual atonement, which was good
invention and annual amusement to all and sundry. And then,
if I remember rightly, How is my old friend the President (They
were fellow-students in the old Paris days. ) I said he was about
the same; and then, Ah! Jimmie, if you had only behaved
yourself, ze might have been asking after lzis old friend the
President. Instead of drawing down the old-time elements on
my head (always more or less refreshing), he only murmured,
Who knows Now, if any one knowing Whistler and me should
go about thinking me serious in imagining that he would make
a good j)resident--even...
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going to gonna read yet again yet again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created
book.
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A superior quality ebook and also the font used was interesting to read through. This is for all who statte there was not
a well worth reading. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
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